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Sleep ~omeostasis and 
Models of Sleep Regulation 
Alexander A. Borbely 
Peter Achermann 

The level of electroencephalographic (EEG) slow wave activ
ity (SWA) is determined by the duration of prior sleep and 
waking. SINA is a marker of nonrapid eye movement 
(NREM) sleep intensity and may serve as an indicator of 
NREM sleep homeostasis. Power in the range of sleep spin
dles (spindle frequency activity, SFA) shows in part an 
inverse relationship to SYI&1. 11lis observation can be ac
counted for by neurophysiological data. 11zalamocortical neu
rons exhibit oscillations in the range of sleep spindles at 
an illtemlediate level of hyperpolarization (corresponding to 
superficial NREM sleep), and slow oscillations at a high 
level of hyperpolarization (corresponding to deep NREM 
sleep). Although the homeostatic NREM sleep process is 
largely independent of circadian factors, it interacts with the 
circadian rhythm of sleep propensity. 

The two-process model of sleep regulation is based on the 
homeostatic process S and the circadian process C. Advanced 
versions of its homeostatic part can simulate the SWA pat
tern for a variety of experimental schedules. Essential aspects 
of the model have been validated by results from forced 
desynchrony protocols. Other models include the two-oscilla
tor model, the reciprocal interaction models, and combined 
models. The incorporation of rapid eye movement (REM) 
sleep homeostasis is still at an early stage. 

There is recellt evidence for a local, use-dependent facet of 
sleep regUlation. 11lis concept is derived from unihemispheric 
sleep experiments ill marine mammals, and from studies 
revealing specific regional effects in the sleep EEG of hu
mans. 11le modeling approach could be extended to local 
sleep. 

Three basic processes underlie sleep regulation: (1) 
a homeostatic process determined by sleep and wak
ing; (2) a circadian process, a clock-like mechanism 
defining the alternation of periods with high and low 
sleep propensity and being basically independent of 
sleep and waking; and (3) ,an ultradian process oc
CUrring within sleep and represented by the alternation 
of the two basic sleep states-nomapid eye movement 
(NREM) sleep and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. 
This chapter focuses on "sleep homeostasis." Homeosta
SIS has been defined as "the coordinated physiological 

processes which maintain most of the steady states in 
the organism.'" The term sleep homeostasis' refers to the 
sleep-wake-dependent aspect of sleep regulation, as 
homeostatic mechanisms counteract deviations from an 
average "reference level" of sleep. They augment sleep 
propensity when sleep is curtailed or absent, and they 
reduce sleep propensity in response to excess sleep. 

The interest in modeling the processes underlying 
sleep regulation has increased over the past decade. In 
the research briefing report of the Institute of Medi
cine,' a panel of leading North American experts in 
basic sleep research recommended that "the homeo
static and circadian influences need to be integrated 
into a single ftmctional model that can describe both 
the timing of sleep and its quality." Models help delin
eate the processes involved in the regulation of sleep 
and thereby offer a conceptual framework for the anal
ysis of existing and new data. 

HOMEOSTATIC 
REGULATION OF SLEEP 

Electroencephalographic Slow Wave 
Activity: A Physiological Indicator 
of NREM Sleep Homeostosis 

Slow-Wave Sleep and Slow Wave Activity, NREM 
sleep is not a homogeneous substate of sleep, but can 
be subdivided according to the predominance of elec
troencephalographic (BEG) slow wave activity (SWA). 
The percentage of slow waves (frequency, 0 to 2 Hz; 
ntinimum peak-to-peak value, 75 f.L V) is the major crite
rion for scoring human NREM sleep into the stages 2, 
3, or 4.' Stages 3 and 4 are commonly referred to 
as slow-wave sleep (SWS). However, the conventional 
sleep scoring method is inadequate for a quantitative 
analYSis, because the sleep stages are based on rather 
general and arbitrary criteria. Presently, EEG parame
ters can be assessed by computer-aided methods of 
signal analysis. One of the most important ftmctional 
EEG parameters will be referred to 'as "slow wave 
activity." It is equivalent to "delta activity" and encom
passes components of the EEG Signal in the frequency 
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378 NORMAL SLEEP 

range of approximately 0.5 to 4.5 Hz as obtained by 
spectral analysis (e.g., see reference 5). 

Slow Oscillations (Less Than.l Hz). Recently, a 
novel low-frequency component with a mean peak 
value of 0.7 to 0.8 Hz was identified in the power 
spectnun of NREM sleep.6., Its frequency corresponded 
to the 0.7- to 0.9-Hz oscillation that has been reported 
in the sleeping cat" (see: Relationship to Neurophysiol
ogy). This slow component had been obscured in previ
ous studies of the human sleep EEG owing to the 
attenuating effect of EEG amplifiers in the low-fre
quency range. The typical decline in delta activity from 
the flrst to the second NREM sleep episode was not 
present at frequencies below 2 Hz. Periodicity at even 
lower frequencies was identified. Thus the occurrence 
of sleep spindle activity showed a 4-sec periodicity"· 9 

and slow waves tended to recur at 20- to 3D-sec inter
vals.' 

Slow Waves and Sleep Intensity. It was recognized 
as early as 1937 that sleep intensity is reflected by 
the predominance of slow waves in the sleep EEG.to 
Subsequent studies confirmed that the responsiveness 

SLEEP 

to stimuli decreases as EEG slow waves become more 
predominant. l1 Under, physiological conditions, this 
EEG parameter can be regarded therefore as an indica. 
tor of "sleep depth" or "sleep intensity." This statement 
applies not only to human beings but also to animals. 

Global Time.Course of Slow Wave Activity DUring 
Sleep. Figure 29-1 illustrates the conventionally scored 
sleep stages and SWA of a young subject. Note that 
SWS provides a rough indication of the prevalence of 
SWA. However, this EEG parameter shows a rather 
continuous rise from sleep onset to stage 4, a change 
that is only grossly reflected by the stepwise transitions 
of the sleep stages. In general, the measure derived 
directly from the EEG signal shows the variations of 
the NREM-REM sleep cycle and the fluctuations within 
NREM sleep episodes in much greater detall than the 
sleep profile. MoreoveJ; the EEG parameter lends itself 
to a quantitative analysis from which inlerences can be 
made regarding the underlying processes. 

It is a plausible assumption that "sleep need" is 
high during the initial part of the sleep episode and 
gradually declines with the progression of sleep. In 
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Figure 29-1. Sleep stages and slow wave activity. Sleep stages were scored for 3D-sec epochs, slow wave activity (i.e., ~~ean power density in 
the 0.75- to 405-Hz band) was calculated for 1-min epochs. (Modified from Achermann P, Borbely AA. Dynamics of EEG slow wave activity 
A .. ...; .... ,.,. ,..,l..n",~,...I .... n-i ... ",l "'0".,.., ">n~ ",ft"T ;l(lITljnj~t-rafion of benzodiazeume hypnotics. Hum Neurobiol. 1987i6:203-210.) 
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Figure 29-2. Left, Changes of relative spectral power density over 
the first four NREM-REM sleep cycles of a baseline night (N = 8; 
curves for consecutive cycles indicated by decreasing thickness of 
lines). In each frequency bin the data are expressed relative to the 
value in the fourth cycle (100%; horizontal line). Right, Effect of sleep 
deprivation (40.5 h waking) on spectra of the sleep electroencephalo
gram. In each bin. the values of the first two recovery nights are 
plotted relative to the baseline night (100%). The upper and lower 
horizontal bars below the abscissa indicate for the left part significant 
differences beh\'een cycle 1 and 2; and betv'leen cycle 2 and 3, 
respectivel}" and for the right part between recovery 1 and baseline, 
and between recovery 2 and baseline, respectively. (Modified from 
Borbet)' AA, Baumann P, Brandeis D, et al. Sleep deprivation: effect 
on sleep stages and BEG power density in man. E1ectroencephalogr 
Clin Neuroph)'siol. 1981;51:483-493.) 

accordance with tlUs notion, it has been reported in 
early studies that both the arousal threshold and the 
predominance of slow waves in the EEG were high in 
the initial part of sleep and then progressively de
creased.1O Thus SWS, the high-intensity part of NREM 
sleep, appeared to be a good candidate for a physiolog
ical indicator of sleep homeostasis. The predominance 
of SWS ill the early part of the sleep episode was 
confirmed in subsequent studies."-13 

All-night spectral analysis of the sleep EEG made it 
possible to quantify SWA and to delineate its time 
course during sleep.' Its mean value per cycle plotted 
for consecutive NREM-REM sleep cycles showed a 
monotonic decline over the first three cycles. 

Figure 29-2 (left) shows the changes of mean EEG 
power density over four cycles for the frequency range 
between 0.25 and 20 Hz. The values of each bin are 
expressed relative to the reference level of cycle 4 
(100%). Note that although the largest changes occur 
in the low delta range, they encompass frequencies up 
to the theta band. 

Nap Studies. The analysis of daytime naps is useful 
for assessing the level of SWA after various durations 
of waking. The observation that the naps taken later in 
the day contained more SWS than naps taken early in 
the day!' has been recently confirmed.!' In a detailed 
study 'of daytime naps scheduled at 2-h intervals 
throughout the day, direct evidence for a monotonic 
rise of SWA was obtained.!6-!8 

If naps reverse the rising trend of slow wave propen
sity, a reduction of SWA in the subseql}ent nighttime 
sleep can be expected. Tllis prediction was borne out 
by the results of several experiments.!9-24 When the 

duration of nighttime sleep was shortened, SWA in a 
subsequent morning nap "'Tas enhanced.25.26 

EHect of Sleep Deprivation. It has been repeatedly 
shown that partial or total sleep deprivation gives rise 
to increased SWS in the recovery night (see reference 
27 for a review of the older literature). Webb and 
Agnew!' presented compelling evidence that SWS in
creases as a function of prior waking. The quantitative 
assessment of SWA by ail-night spectral analysis re
vealed that a night without sleep (I.e., 40.5 h of wake
hilness) resulted in an enhancement of this EEG pa
rameter during recovery sleep.' Figure 29-2 (right) 
illustrates the changes of power density in the two 
recovery nights relative to the baseline level (100%). In 
the first recovery night, the largest increas~ was present 
in the low delta range, the part of the spectrum under
going the largest changes in the course of baseline 
sleep (see Fig. 29-2, left). 

Figure 29-3 depicts the global trend as well as the 
ultradian dynamics of SWA over successive NREM
REM sleep cycles. The prolongation of the waking pe
riod causes a prominent rise of SWA during recovery 
sleep. A declining trend over tluee to four cycles is 
evident in both records. Note that the peaks are at a 
steady low level during last four cycles of recovery 
sleep. 

The enhancement of SWA by sleep deprivation was 
confirmed in several studies'" 29 (for references before 
1992, see reference 30). The extent of the increase was 
shown to be a function of the duration of prior wak
ing. 1B,31 

Intra night Rebound After Selective Slow Wave 
Deprivation. The propensity of SWA does not neces
sarily steeply decline during sleep but may persist at 
an elevated level if the occurrence of SWS is prevented. 
Thus a slow wave suppression by acoustic stimuli dur
ing the first 3 h of sleep resulted in a prominent rise of 
SWA after discontinuation of the stimuli" (see also 
reference 33 for a related study). In another stud}\ 
daytime sleep episodes with and without SWS depriva
tion were compared.'" The experimental suppression of 
SWS during an interval corresponding to 90% of the 
undisturbed episode resulted in an increased accumu
lation of SWS and an extension of sleep duration. 
Taken together, the results indicate that slow waves are 
not merely an epiphenomenon of sleep but reflect ma
jor sleep-regulating mechanisms. 

Ultradian Dynamics of Slow Wave Activity 
and Spindle Frequency Activity 

Buildup of Slow Wave Activity Within NREM Sleep 
Episodes. Not only the mean level and the pepk of 
SWA is determined by the duration of prior waking 
and sleep but also the rise rate within single NREM 
sleep episodes.35-.37 It is evident from Figures 29-3 and 
29-4 that tlle rise rate of SWA decreases over the first 
three episodes both under baseline conditions and dur
ing recovery from sleep deprivation. In addition, the 
effeel of prolonged waking manifests itself in a steeper 
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Figure 29-3. TIme course of slow wave activity (power density in the 0.75- to 4.S-Hz band; lower curves) and activity in the spindle frequency 
range (13.25- to IS.O-Hz; upper curves) recorded under baseline conditions and after sleep deprivation (36 h of wakefulness). The NREM 
sleep episodes were divided into 20 equal parts, the REM sleep episode into five equal parts. The curves represent mean percentile values 
(N = 8 except for cycle 8 of recovery sleep where N = 6) and have been expressed relative to the mean slow wave activity level in baseline 
NREM sleep (100%). The mean timing of REM sleep episodes is delimited by vertical lines and horizontal bars above the abscissa. (Reanalysis 
of the data from Dijk OJ, Brunner DP, Borbely AA. Time course of BEG power density during long sleep in humans. Am J Physio1. 
1990;258,R650-651, by D. Aeschbach,) 

buildup (of SWA) within the episodes'" 29, 37 (see Fig, 
29-4). 

Slow Wove Activity and Spindle Frequency Activ· 
ity. The term spindle frequency activittj (SFA) is used to 
denote the power density in the frequency range of 
sleep spindles (12 to 15 Hz), There is a close correspon
dence between this measure and measures based on 
the occurrence of sleep spindles,28 . 

The time courses of SWA and SFA differ in several 
respects. The global declining trend of SWA is not 
present in the spindle frequency range, Within NREM 
sleep episodes, SFA shows a bimodal pattern with an 
initial and a terminal peak. This gives rise to a U
shaped curve within the episode and a partly inverse 
relationship to SWA28,38-ll (see Fig, 29-3). This inverse 
relationship becomes less prominent with age.« Within 
the 12- to IS-Hz range, low-frequency (12 to 13 Hz) 
and high-frequency (14 to 15 Hz) activity exhibited 
opposite circadian variations,ro, 45,,, These results sup
port the notion that there are at least two different 
types of spindles (see also references 47 through 50), 

Sleep spindles in the 13- to 14-Hz band are remark-
. able because of their high intrahemispheric and inter

hemispheric coherence.51,52 This raises the question 
whether this episodic, high-coherence activity is of 
functional significance for sleep and whether sleep 

spindles may represent carrier frequencies upon which 
some relevant information is modulated (see reference 
51 for a further discussion). 

Relationship to Neurophysiology. In recent years it 
has become increasingly evident that the typical oscil
lations in the sleep EEG are closely associated with 
cellular changes at the level of thalamic and cortical 
neurons.53-58 The progressive hyperpolarization of thal
amocortical neurons that occurs during the progression 
from waking to deep NREM sleep" results in fluctua
tions in the membrane potential, which are initially in 
the frequency range of sleep spindles and then in the 
range of delta waves.53,5<56, 60 Synchronized oscillations 
appear to arise from the progressive recruitment of 
neurons, and their spontaneous cessation from a hyper
polarization-activated cation conductance," The oscil
lations at the neuronal level are associated with corres
ponding changes in the EEG, The progressive 
hyperpolarization of thalamocortical neurons after 
sleep onset" provides an explanation for the predomi
nance of SFA in the initial phases of NREM sleep, 
which give way to slow waves as sleep progresses,'"38 
These changes occur more rapidly when sleep pressure 
is high'" 29, 39 and are retarded when sleep pressure is 
reduced.24 

1n 1993 a new type of slow oscillation was reported 
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to occur in the thalamocortical sysiem.53-5S Its frequency 
(less than 1 Hz) was lower than that of the delta 
rhythm (1 to 4 Hz). This slow oscillation originating in 
cortical networks consisted of rhythmical depolarizing 
components separated by prolonged (0.2 to 0.8 sec) 
hyperpolarizations,55 which grouped the thalamically 
generated spindles and the delta waves in slowly re
cUl'ring sequences.53, 55, 62 Long-lasting hyperpolariza
tions were associated with prolonged depth positive 
waves in the cortical EEG. Recentl)~ a novel low-fre
quency component with a mean peak value of 0.7 to 
0.8 Hz was identified in tlle power spectrum of NREM 
sleep." 7 Its frequency corresponded to the 0.7- to 0.9-
Hz oscillation that has been reported in the sleeping 
cat.' The important role of ganuna oscillations in sleep 
is increasingly recognized and is studied both at the 
level of neUl'ons7, 8, 63 and the EEG.'*"' Taken together, 
the new developments indicate that not only the sleep
related changes but also the mechanisms underlying 
sleep homeostasis will be open for investigation at the 
cellular level. 

NREM vs REM Sleep Homeostasis 

Effect of NREM Sleep Pressure on REM Sleep Ho
meostasis. Dlll'ing recovery from total sleep depriva
tion, SWS and EEG SWA exhibit an immediate re
bound, whereas the increase in REM sleep is delayed 
to subsequent nights or is not present at all. Selective 
REM sleep deplivation augments "REM sleep pres
sure," which is manifested by the increasing number 
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of interventions required to prevent REM sleep epi
sodes (for the older literatUl'e,. see references in Bor
bely27). However, the occurrence of a REM sleep re
bound dUl'ing recovery sleep is either inconsistent"7 or 
smaller tllan expected on the basis of the deficit." This 
may suggest that REM sleep is not as finely regulated 
as SWS. However, this notion is contradicted by recent 
partial sleep deprivation studies. A REM sleep depriva
tion in the first 5 h of sleep induced a REM sleep 
rebound in the subsequent 2.25 h." A cUl'tallment of 
sleep dUl'ation dUl'ing 2 or 4 nights, which induced a 
substantial REM sleep deficit, was followed by a REM 
sleep rebound in the 2 recovery nights,70. 71 In these 
experiments, the REM sleep rebound occUl'red at a time 
when slow wave pressUl'e was either low at tlle end of 
sleep" or was much less increased than "REM sleep 
pressure."70,71 These results also suggest that REM 
sleep is finely regulated but that the manifestation of 
REM sleep homeostasis is hampered by an elevated 
slow wave pressure. 

Effect of REM Sleep Pressure on the REM Sleep 
EEG. An electroph)'siological indicator of an intensity 
dimension of human REM sleep, comparable to SWA 
in I\TREM sleep, has not been identified. The density of 
rapid eye movements is not associated with REM sleep 
pressUl'e72 but is inversely related to slow wave propen
sity.2~ 29, 7>-75 In a recent selective REM sleep experiment, 
power in the alpha band was reduced in the REM 
sleep EEG during recovery sleep.'" "" This effect was 
most pronounced in the first recovery. night and then 
gradually subsided. A progressive and persistent atten
uation of alpha activity in REM sleep has been ob-
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Figure 29-4. Buildup of slow wave activity (power density in the 0.75- to 4.5-Hz range) during the first 30 min of NREM sleep episodes 1, 
2, and 3 for baseline conditions and after sleep deprivation (36 h of wakefulness). The data are expressed relative to the mean slow wave 
activity in the baseline sleep episode (100%). Mean values with standard errors (N = 9), Interrupted vertical lines delineate beginning of 
NREM sleep episode. Asterisks indicate significant differences behveen baseline and recovery nights (*P <.05; **P <,01; paired i-test on 10g
transformed va1ues). (From Dijk DJ, Brunner De Borbely AA, Time course of EEG power density during long sleep in humans. Am J Physio1. 
1990; 258:R65IJ-{;S1.) 
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served previously during recovery from total sleep 
deprivation,' as well as in a 4-day partial sleep depriva
tion protocol that induced a preferential deficit in REM 
sleep?' Therefore, alpha activity in REM sleep seems 
to be inversely related to REM sleep pressure. This 
conclusion is supported by a forced desynchrony study 
where the circadian rhythm of alpha activity in REM 
sleep and the REM sleep fraction of total sleep showed 
an inverse relationship." 

Effect of REM Sleep Pressure on the NREM Sleep 
EEG. In accordance with the notion of a mutual inhibi
tory interaction of the factors controlling SWA and 
REM sleep," not only REM sleep is inhibited by "slow 
wave pressure," but also SWA by REM sleep pressure. 
Thus there was a significant reduction in the low
frequency activity of the NREM sleep EEG during se
lective REM sleep deprivation, 69 an observation that 
was also made in a recent animal experiment.76 Also, 
the rise in REM sleep pressure induced by partial sleep 
deprivation suppressed the typical low-delta peak in 
the NREM sleep spectrum.'"71 However, this effect was 
not seen after selective REM sleep deprivation." 

Independence and Interactions of 
Homeostatic and Circadian Processes 

There is -evidence that homeostatic and circadian 
facets of sleep regulation can be independently manip
ulated and therefore may be controlled by separate 
mechanisms. Thus, throughout a 72-h sleep depriva
tion period, the subjective alertness ratings continued 
to show a prominent circadian rhythm." Conversely, 
in a study in which the phase of the circadian process 
(as indexed by body temperature and plasma melato
nin) was shifted by bright light in the morning, the 
time course of SWA remained unaffected." 

A powerful experimental paradigm is the forced 
desynchrony schedule in which the homeostatic and 
circadian facet of sleep can be separately analyzed. In 
this protocol, subjects were scheduled to a 28-h sleep
walee cycle.'" 46. 79 During one third of the cycle the 
lights were off and the subjects were encouraged to 
sleep. Because under these experimental conditions the 
free-running circadian rhythm has a period of 24.18 
h,'" the sleep episodes, occurred at different circadian 
phases. The data showed that sleep propensity was at 
the maximum when the circadian rhythm of rectal 
temperature was at the minimum. Sleep propensity 
gradually decreased on the rising limb of the rectal 
temperature rhythm and reached the minimum 16 h 
after the temperature minimum. This phase corres
ponds to the habitual bedtime under entrained c~ndi
tions. When sleep was initiated at this phase, sleep 
continulty was high. In contrast, poor sleep continulty 
was observed when sleep was initiated after the tem
perature minimum. 

The analysis of the data showed that SWA was 
determined mainly by homeostatic (Le., sleep-walcing 
dependent) factors, whereas the REM/NREM sleep ra
tio depended on both' homeostatic and circadian fac
tors. Furthermore, a previously postulated sleep-re-

lated inhibition of REM sleep" was confirmed by the 
results of the forced desynchrony study. Not only Was 
the timing of sleep shown to be governed by the inter
action of a homeostatic and a circadian process, but 
also the changes in daytime vigilance. 

MODELS OF SLEEP REGULATION 

Models help delineate the processes involved in the 
regulation of sleep and thereby offer a conceptual 
framework for the analysis of existing and new data. 
A synopsis of the major models discussed in this chap
ter is provided in Table 29-1 (see also references 30, 81, 
and 81a). 

Two-Process Model and Related Models 

The relationship between SWS and the duration of 
prior walcing has been documented by Webb and Ag
new13 and placed into a theoretical framework by 
Feinberg.82 The two-process model, originally proposed 
to account for sleep regulation in the,rat,~ 83 postulates 
that a homeostatic process (process S) rises during 
walcing and declines during sleep, and interacts with a 
circadian process (process C) that is independent of 

- sleep and waking (Fig. 29-SA). The time course of the 
homeostatic variable S was derived from EEG SWA. 
Various aspects of human sleep regulation were ad
dressed in a qualitative version of the two-process 
mode!." An elaborated, quantitative version of the 
model was established in which process 5 varied be
tween an upper and a lower threshold that are both 
modulated by a single circadian process'" 85 (Fig. 29-
SB). This model was able to account for such diverse 
phenomena as recovery from sleep deprivation, circa
dian phase dependence of sleep duration, sleep during 
shift work, sleep fragmentation during continuous bed 
rest, and internal desynchronization in the absence of 
time cues.85 ' 

The two-process model triggered numerous experi
mental studies to test its predictions and was recently 
used to predict the response of habitual short and long 
sleepers to sleep deprivation." It was concluded that 
short sleepers live under a higher NREM sleep pres
sure than long sleepers, and that the two groups do 
not differ with respect to the homeostatic regulatory 
mechanisms. -

In a later version of the model (proposed by Beers
rna et al.!6 and Dijk et al.32 and formalized by Acher
mann and Borbel}"') it is the change of 5, and not its 
level, which is proportional to the momentary SWA. 
The elaborated model addressed not only the global 
changes of 5WA as represented by process S, but also 
the changes within NREM sleep episodes. The magni
tude of the intranight rebound after selective 5W5 dep
rivation in the first 3 h of sleep was in accordance with 
the prediction.86 , 

A further elaborated version of the model was sub
jected to an optimization procedure." In general, a 
close fit was obtained between the simUlated and em-
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Table 29-1. MODElS OF SLEEP REGUlATION AND CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS 

Designation Assumption 

Two-Process {S-C} Moclel and Related Moclels 
T'wo-process modelv. S-t 85, 89, 91 

Model of ultradian variation of slow 
wave activit},.86-SS. tp 

Three-process model of the 
regulation of sleepiness and 
alertnessUl-127 

Rhythmostat model of the timing of 
sleeplU 

Two-Oscillalar {x-y} and Related Moclels 
Original x-y model: predominant 

effect of light on y95 

Revised x-y model: predOminant 
effect of light on Xl:l9, 130, 130>. 

Thermoregulatory model of sleep 
controP31,132 

Sleep propensity in humans is determined by a 
homeostatic process S and circadian process 
Cj the interaction of S and C determines the 
timing of sleep and waking 

Derived from the two-process modeli the level 
of 5 determines the buildup rate and the 
saturation level of slow wave activity 
within NREM sleep episodes 

Sleepiness and alertness are simulated by the 
combined action of a homeostatic process, a 
circadian process" and sleep inertia (process 
W)j extension to performance, sleep latencYi 
and sleep length 

Modification of two-process model: the 
homeostatic process undergoes a circadian 
modulation 

Two Van der Pol oscillators x and y affecting 
each other by "velocity"" -type coupling; 
larger effect of x on y than y on x 

Van der Pol oscillator for x; cumulative effect 
of light; circadian modulation of sensitivity 
to light 

A thermoregulatory feedback control 
mechanism with modulation by ova 
circadian oscillators; homeostatic features of 
sleep rhythm are_ generated by integration 

. , of heat load during waking 

Reciprocal/nteracHon Moclels 01 the NREM-REM Sleep Cycle 
Reciprocal interaction model% 

Limit cycle reciprocal interaction 
model: original version9$,99 

Limit cycle reciprocal interaction 
model: extended versions1oo 

NREM-REM sleep cycle generated by two 
coupled cell populations in the brainstem 
with self-excitatory and self-inhibitory 
cormections according to the Lotka-Volterra 
model 

NREM-REM: sleep cycle generated by the 
reciprocal interaction of two coupled cell 
populations (REM-on and REM-off) 

As above; incorporation of sleep homeostasis 
and arousal events 

Description/Comment 

Time course of S is derived from EEG slow wave 
activit)'; phase position and shape (skewed 
sine wave) of C are derived from sleep 
duration data obtained at various times of 
the 24-h cycle 

In contrast to the original ovo-process model, 
the change of S, not the level of S" 
corresponds to slow wave activity; a REM 
sleep oscillator triggers the decline of slow 
wave activit)' prior to REM sleep 

Parameters are derived from rated sleepiness 
during sleep-wake manipulations; time 
constant of the homeostatic process is similar 
to process S in the O\to-process model8.5; 
alerb1ess nomogram for sleep-related safety 
risks 

In contrast to the original two-process model, 
slow wave actb;rity may increase -during sleep 
and decrease during wakefulness; there are 
also differences 'with respect to the effects of 
naps 

"Strong" (x) circadian oscillator controlling core 
body temperature, REM sleep, cortisol; 
"weak" (y) circadian oscillator controlling the 
sleep-wake cycle 

Simulation of light effects on the human 
circadian pacemaker 

Simulations under entrained conditions of 
biphasic sleepiness pattern, timing of sleep, 
and sleep deprivation 

Simulation of data: discharge rate of cholinergic 
FTG (or LOT and PPT) cells in cat; the role of 
postuJated cell populations in the control of 
REM sleep, and their interactions have 
undergone revisions97, In 

Main features of previous model are maintained, 
but assumption of a stable limit cycle 
oscillation that is independent of initial 
conditions; introduction of a circadian term, 
which determines mode of approach to the 
limit cycle 

Assumption of first-order decay dynamics for 
the arousal system; arousal as a stochastic 
process 

EEG, electroencephalogram; FTG, gigantocellular tegmental field; LD'L laterodorsal tegmental nucleus; PPT, pedunculopontme tegmental 
nucleus. 

pirical SWA data and their time course (see Fig_ 29-5C)_ 
In particular, the occurrence of late SWA peaks dming 
extended sleep could be simulated_ The simulations 
demonstrated that the model can account in quantita
tive terms for empirical data and predict the changes 
mduced by the prolongation of waking or sleep_ This 
version of the model was recently used to simulate the 
dynamics of SWA in an experimental protocol with an 
early evening nap" and the effect of changes in REM 
sleep latency on the time course of SWA." 

It had been already mentioned that the forced de-

synchrony protocol allows assessment of the interac
tions between the homeostatic (sleep-waking depen
dent) and circadian (sleep-waking independent) facets 
of sleep regulation and thereby testing of the essential 
parts of the two-process model. In accordance with its 
basic assumption, SWA, the marker of process S, was 
shown to be determined largely by homeostatic factors, 
whereas the REM sleep fraction of sleep was deter
mined by both homeostatic and circadian factors!' This 
result corresponds to the propositions of the initial 
version of the model." Also, the postulated sleep-re-
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Figure 29-5. Two-process model of sleep regulation. A, Tlffie course of homeostatic process 5 and circadian process C. S rises during waking 
and declines during sleep. The intersection of 5 and C defines time of wake-up. (Modified from Borbely AA. A two process model of sleep 
regulation. Hum Neurohiol. 1982jl:195-204.) B, Quantitative two-threshold version of the two-process model. Process S oscillates beh\'een 
upper and lower thresholds that are modulated by the circadian process C and determine the times of onset and termination of sleep, 
respectively. Due to the reduced arousal level. the upper threshold is lowered in a continuous bed rest schedule, giving rise to a polyphasic 
:>leep-wake cycle. (From Daan 5, Beersma DGM, Borbely AA. Tuning of human sleep: recovery process gated by a circadian pacemaker. Am 
J Physiol. 1984;246:RI61-178.) C, Simulated slow wave activity (top), empirical slow-wave activity (middle), and sleep stages (boHom) of an 
extended sleep episode. Empirical and simulated values of slow wave activity were standardized with respect to the mean value of the first 
7 h of sleep. Values are plotted for I-min intervals. (Nfodified from Brain Research Bulletin, Vol 31, Achermarm P, Dijk DJ, Brunner DP, et aI. 
A model of human sleep homeostasis based on EEG slow-wave activity: quantitative comparison of data ,and simulations. 97-113, Copyright 
1993, with permission from Elsevier Science.) D, Process S and empirical slow wave activity (SWA; 0.75 to 4.0 Hz) in the rat. Simulated 
process S (continuous line) and confidence interval (95%; n = 9) of slow wave activity in nonrapid eye movement sleep (hatched area) are 
superimposed for a 96-h period (baseline day, 24-h sleep deprivation, 2 recovery days). Lower curve shows mean differences (±2 SEM) 
behveen the linearly transformed SWA and S. SWA was expressed as a percentage of the mean baseline value (lOO%) and then linearly 
transformed. The ordinate denotes units of S. Intervals in which SWA and the simulation differed Significantly from each other are indicated 
by circles below the difference curve (P <.05i two-tailed paired t-test). Black horizontal bars on top delineate the 12-h dark periOds. (1v!odified 
from Franken P, Tobler I, Borbely AA. Sleep homeostasis in the rat: simulation of the time COlUse of EEG slow-wave activity {published 
erratum appeared in Neurosci Lett. 1991i132:279]. Neurosci Lett. 1991;130:141-144.} 

lated inhibition of REM sleep was confirmed by the 
results of the forced desynchrony study. Finally, the 
data analysis showed that not only the timing of sleep 
but also the changes in daytime vigilance are governed 
by the interaction of processes S and C, as simulated 
by Daan et al. 85 The rising homeostatic sleep pressure 
during waking seems to be compensated by the declin
ing circadian sleep propensity.85.s .. " Conversely, during 
sleep the rising circadian sleep propensity may serve 
to counteract the declining homeostatic sleep pressure, 
thereby ensuring the maintenance of sleep.79 

Although the two-process model originated from 
animal data, ~ S3 it was elaborated for human sleep. 
A quantitative simulation of NREM homeostasis was 

performed in the rat"- 93 (see Fig. 29-SD). SWA deter
mined in nine rats for consecutive B-sec epochs of a 24-
h baseline period, a 24-h sleep deprivation period, and 
a 4B-h recovery period" served as the database for the 
simulation. As in the original human version of the 
model, process S was assumed to decrease exponen
tially in NREM sleep, and increase according to a satu
rating exponential function in waking. Unlike in the 
human model, an increase of S was assumed to occur 
also in REM sleep. After optimizing the initial value of 
S as well as its time constants, a close fit was obtained 
between the hourly mean values of SWA in NREM 
sleep and process S. In particular, the typical changes 
of SWA such as its biphasic time course during base-
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line, its initial increase after sleep deprivation, and 
the subsequent prolonged negative rebound could be 
reproduced. 

Two-Oscillator Model 

A model based on the two circadian oscillators x 
and y has been proposed by Kronauer et al." The 
model attempted to describe general features of the 
circadian system rather than focus specifically on the 
regulation of sleep and waking. The main problem 
with the different versions of the two-oscillator model 
is that the homeostatic aspect of sleep regulation is 
not addressed, and that additional assumptions are 
required to account for the effects of sleep deprivation. 

Reciprocal Interaction Models 

Reciprocal interaction models account for the cycli
cal alternation of NREM sleep and REM sleep. A dis
tinctive feature of this class of models is that they 
evolved from neurophysiological data obtained in ani
mals." Although the original anatomical and physio
logical assumptions had to be modified," the postulate 
that the NREM-REM sleep cycle is generated by the 
reciprocal interaction of two neuronal systems has been 
maintained. The original proposition of a Lotka-Volt
erra type of interaction was later transposed to hu
mans, and further elaborated into the limit cycle recip
rocal interaction mode1.9S--1OO 

Combined Models 

Attempts were made to integrate various concepts 
into a combined model. Achermann and BorbelylOl re
garded the models of various authors as "modules/' 
which were linked into a combined model. Although 
its properties need to be further examined, the first 
simulations showed that it is feasible to incorporate 
homeostatic, circadian, and ultradian factors regulating 
nighttime sleep and daytime sleep propensity in a sin
gle model. Similarly, in the most recent extension of the 

limit cycle reciprocal interaction model,'00 homeostatic, 
circadian, and ultradian processes have been com
bined. 

PERSPECTIVES 

Processes and Models 

The main characteristics of the homeostatic and the 
circadian facet of sleep regulation are summarized in 
Table 29-2. The major difference consists in the depen
dence of the former on prior sleep and waking, and in 
the sleep-wake-independent property of the latter. 
Sleep intensity of NREM sleep as indicated by SWA is 
the hallmaJ:k of a homeostatically regulated process, 
whereas the REM sleep fraction of sleep, as well as 
total sleep time, is the factor that is markediy influ
enced by the circadian phase. Nevertheless, the latter 
are also subject to a homeostatic regulation. The brain 
site in which the sleep-related circadian rhythms are 
generated is known to be the suprachiasmatic nuclei. 
By contrast, the neurobiological substrate of sleep ho
meostasis is still unknown. Neither the brain sites nor 
the mecllanisms underlying homeostatic sleep regula
tion have been specified. Although this chapter deals 
with sleep regulation, it is pertinent to mention that a 
homeostatic process is reflected also in the waking 
EEG. Thus power in the theta and alpha range was 
shown to be enhanced after total102 or partial sleep 
deprivation. 71 The rise in power during sustained 
wakefulness in a constant routine protocol occurred 
according to a saturating exponential function. '03 

Whereas models have focused on NREM sleep ho
meostasis, on the interaction of NREM and REM sleep, 
and on the circadian oscillator, REM sleep homeostasis 
has been largely ignored. In the context of a recent 
selective REM sleep deprivation experiment,68 two sa
lient observations were made, which were difficult to 
reconcile. On the one hand, REM sleep deprivation 
necessitated a dramatic rise in the frequency of inter
ventions during the night to prevent this sleep state. 
On the other hand, there was a modest rise in the 
number of interventions across the three consecutive 
deprivation nights and the 40% REM sleep rebound in 

Table 29-2. HOMEOSTATIC AND CIRCADIAN FACETS OF SLEEP REGUlATION 

Influence of prior sleep and waking 
Influence of the circadian phase 
Sleep parameters most prominently affected 

Nonsleep correlates 

Regulatory structure in the brain 
Effect of lesioning the suprachiasmatic 

nuclei 
Effect of scheduled intensive light exposure 

in humans 

EEG, electroencephalogram. 

Yes 
No 

Homeostatic 

1\1REM sleep intensity (physiological correlate: 
EEG slow 'wave activity) 

UnknOlvn 

Not yet identified 
Still operational 

Time course of slow wave activity not 
affected 

No 
Yes 

Circadian 

REM sleep fraction of sleep cyclei total 
sleep time 

Core body temperature; plasma level of 
certain hormones (e.g., melatonin. 
cortisol) 

Suprachiasmatic nuclei 
Disrupted 

Evidence for phase shift 
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the first recovery night did by no means compensate 
for the amount of REM sleep lost. Two hypotheses 
were advanced. In the first, it is assumed that the 
homeostatic drive is strong, which is reflected by the 
dramatic rise in interventions during the deprivation 
nights. Waking may in part substitute for REM sleep, 
thereby accounting for the moderate night-to-night in
crease in interventions and the small REM sleep re
botmd. According to the second hypothesis, the ho
meostatic drive for REM sleep is weak and the rising 
trend in the number of interventions is attributed to 
circadian factors as well as to a sleep-dependent disin
hibition of REM sleep propensity. This hypothesis 
could explain the limited savings from one night to 
the other as well as the modest rebound. Frankenl", 
proposed, on the basis of animal studies, that the initia
tion and maintenance of REM sleep could be controlled 
by separate processes and that the former may be 
accounted for by a rise in REM sleep propensity during 
NREM sleep, as postulated by Benington and Heller.l05 
Further experiments are required to resolve this issue. 

In conclusion, models help delineate the regulating 
processes underlying such a complex and little-under
stood phenomenon as sleep, and thereby offer a con
ceptual framework for the analysis of existing and 
new data. The major models have already inspired a 
considerable number of experiments. This approach 
has become particularly attr;l.ctive by the possibility,of 
using quantitative physiologiCa! measures in hurilan 
beings for testing the predictions of a model. Thus EEG 
SWA represents the key parameter in the investigation 
of NREM sleep homeostasis, while the "urunasked" 
core body temperature and plasma melatonin are valu
able indicators of the circadian process. Another posi
tive feature of the modeling approach is the fact that 
the regulatory processes postulated are not restricted 
to a single species but probably represent basic mecha
nisms that are typical of mammalian sleep.l06 

Sleep: A local, Use-Dependent 
Brain Phenomenon? 

Recently, the question arose whether sleep repre
sents a global or a local brain process. The observations 
that the dolphin does not exhibit deep SWS in both 
hemispheres simultaneously, and that the selective 
deprivation of unihemispheric sleep gives rise to a 
unihemispheric SWS rebound107 shows that the sleep 
process is not necessarily present in the entire brain. 
There is recent evidence from studies in monkeys that 
the process of falling asleep may not occur synchro
nously in the entire brain. lOS Two hypotheses were ad
vanced which imply that regional increases in neuronal 
activity and metabolic demand during wakefulness 
may result in selective changes in EEG synchronization 
of these neuronal populations during NREM 
sleep.l09,110 Benington and HellerllO proposed that aden
osine, which is released upon increased metabolic de
mand via facilitated trartSport by neurons and glia 
cells throughout the central nervous system (eNS), 
promotes slow EEG potentials. Thus a use-dependent, 

local mechanism would underlie the sleep depriva
tion-induced changes in the sleep EEG. There is evi
dence from microdialysis studies that the adenosine 
level in the brain rises during waking and declines 
during sleep.'" 

The tenet of a local, use-dependent mCrease of sleep 
intensity was tested by investigating whether a local 
activation of a particular brain region during wake
fulness affects the EEG recorded from the same site 
during sleep.'" An intermittent vibratory stimulus was 
applied to the left or right hand during the 6-h period 
prior to sleep to activate the contralateral somatosen
sory cortex. Stimulation of the right (domInant) hand 
resulted in a shift of power in NREM sleep EEG toward 
the left hemisphere. This effect was most promInent in 
the delta range, was limited to the firs,t hour of sleep, 
and was restricted to the central derivation situated 
over the somatosensory cortex (Fig. 29-6, right). Fi
nally, a recent topographical study revealed a sleep
dependent hyperfrontality of SWA, which varies in the 
course of sleep.'" 48 Thus in the initial two NREM sleep 
episodes, the power in the 2-Hz band was domInant 
at the frontal derivation, whereas in the second part of 
sleep the anteroposterior gradient vanished (Fig. 29-6, 
left). Recent experiments have shown that a sleep defi
cit impairs primarily high-level cognitive skills, which 
depend on frontal lobe function,ll3, 114 Patients with 
lesions of the prefrontal cortex suffer from deficits that 
include distraction by irnilevant stimuli, diminished 
word fluency, flat intonation of speech, impaired diver
gent thinking, apathy, and childish humor.'15 Subjects 
foregoing sleep exhibit similar symptoms. Therefore, it 
may be more than a coincidence that the prevalence of 
slow waves is maximal at frontal EEG derivations in 
the initial part of sleep, This finding is consistent with 
the notion that the sleep process may occur in a topo
graphically graded marmer by involving preferentially 
those neuronal populations that have been most acti
vated during waking. It could be speculated that the 
progressive anteroposterior shift in power in the low
frequency range reflects a high "need of recovery" in 
frontal parts of the cortex, which seem to exhibit the 
largest activity during wakefulness,116 In the frame
work of the two-process model, the results may indi
cate that process 5 declines in the anterior region of 
the brain at a steeper rate than in posterior regions and 
that therefore the homeostatic NREM sleep-regulating 
process may exhibit regional clifferences. Experiments 
involving a specific manipulation of daytime activity 
are required to test this possibility. 

Neurochemical and Genetic Facets 

This chapter has focused on the homeostatic mecha
nisms of sleep derived largely from EEG variables and 
which gave rise to models describing the regulatory 
aspects. It is evident, however, that sleep homeostasis 
must have a neurochemical substrate and that possibly 
genetic mechanisms may be causally involved. The 
putative implication of adenosine has been mentioned. 
Another promising lead is the association of growth 
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Figure 29-6. Regional differences in the sJeep electroencephalogram (EEG). LeA Slow wave -activity in the 2·Hz bin recorded from the 
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onset was representf!d as one interval. Data were aligned with respect to sleep onset (cycle 1) or with respect to the first occurrence of'stage 
2 after a REM sleep episode (cycles 2--4). REM sleep is indicated by horizontal black bars at the top. (Modified from Werth E, Achermann ~ 
Borbely AA. Brain topography of the human sleep BEG: antero-posterior shifts of spectral power. Neuroreport. 1996;8:123--127.) Right, 
Interhemispheric asymmetry index (100~ [power in the left derivationJ/ [power in left and right derivationJ) of the central derivation in NREM 
sleep during the first hour of sleep. An index larger than 50% indicates that power under baseline condition (BL) and after right-hand 
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from baseline (paired t-test, P <.05). (Adapted from Kattler H, Dijk DJ, Borbely AA. Effect of unilateral somatosensory stimulation prior to 
sleep on the sleep BEG in humans. J Sleep Res. 1994;3:159~164.) 

hormone (GH) release with SWS, and the evidence 
that the activation of GH-releasing hormone (GHRH) 
controls both these factors.lI7 Pharmacological agents 
acting as GH secretagogues (e.g., gamma-hydroxybu
tyrate"8 and ritanserinl19) enhance SWA. The question 
to be resolved is whether it is the homeostatic sleep
regulating mechanism itself that is affected by these 
agents. 

Another approach to uncovering the basic substrates 
of sleep is derived from the observation that the activ
ity of neuromodulatory systems, which project dif
fusely to the reticular formation subsides during sleep 
and that thereby the pathways mediating the phos
phorylation of transcription factors and the induction 
of immediate early genes become ineffective.!20 This 
change may represent an essential cellular signature of 
sleep (see reference 120). A link to energy metabolism 
is suggested by the recent finding that the level of 
mitochondrial messenger RNAs (mRNAs) that are 
transcribed and translated into subunits of respiratory 
enzymes is considerably higher during waking than 
during sleep.l21 In conclusion, the identification of cel
lular· and genetic correlates of sleep regulation may 
open the possibility of performing in vitro experiments 
(i.e., brain slices or cell cultures) to investigate the basic 
mechanisms of sleep. 
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